2
To overcome the problem illustrated in Figure 1 , which is that the EE do not far only been used separately, providing a limited perspective of the dimensionality of 1 1 8 biodiversity.
1 1 9
In this paper we propose an integrative framework for the dimensionality of 1 2 0 biodiversity and provide the most well-rounded characterization of dimensionality to 1 2 1 date. Within this framework we integrate the EE and IV metrics in order to conciliate 1 2 2 the correlation and variation components of the dimensionality of diversity. We start 1 2 3
by showing, through a simulation study, how using the EE and IV together can of dimensionality to communities of small mammals (crycetids and marsupials). phylogenetic diversity (PD [Faith, 1992] ) and richness. Despite our choices of these 1 3 5
three metrics we highlight that the matrix M can be assembled with any other 1 3 6 diversity metrics. We chose these three metrics since they are some of the most 1 3 7 commonly used diversity metrics, representing the most frequently applied As will be shown next, the standardization method applied to matrix M prior to the the IV of the diversity metric, i, r 2 ij is the correlation of diversity metric i with PCj, 1 5 9
and R 2 j is the amount of variation that PC j accounts for in the ordination space. Testing the assessment of the dimensionality of diversity using EE and IV 1 6 8
We calculated both EE and IV values for metacommunities simulated 1 6 9
according to the patterns of diversity metrics illustrated in the scenarios presented in diversity is presented in Figure 2 . Here, the matrix M is shown to have three 1 7 4 dimensions, however it can be assembled by more than three dimensions and any 1 7 5
other dimension of diversity can be used inside the framework presented in this work. We were interested in determining whether EE values could correctly detect 1 7 7
the levels of information redundancy present in matrix M (high or low), and if IV communities in Figure 1 ) and they must be greater in scenarios in which only two and LoC/DifV, represented by the triangle communities in Figure 1 ). EE and IV values were tested. We simulated metacommunities based on a pattern-1 9 3
oriented procedure, producing diversity metrics with patterns of correlation and 1 9 4
variation that resembled the scenarios presented in Figure 1 . In the HiC/EqV scenario 1 9 5 the diversity metrics are highly correlated but have a similar variation in the 1 9 6 dimensional space (illustrated in Fig.1A, HiC with circles) . The HiC/DifV scenario 1 9 7
presents diversity metrics that are highly correlated but vary in relation to the 1 9 8
variation that each one account in the multidimensional space, which is mainly determined by two diversity metric. In these two scenarios we expect to obtain low values than the other one of the diversity metrics. In scenario HiC/EqV we simulated a trait that was continuously conserved 2 2 1 over the phylogenetic tree (a trait that evolved according to a Brownian motion model increasing gradually (less phylogenetic filter, more species). This created a gradient in 2 2 5 phylogenetic, functional and taxonomic diversity in a metacommunity that contained 2 2 6 high levels of correlation and similar values of variation in diversity metrics. In giving the α parameter a value of 0.8) that restricts trait variation to within an optimal 2 3 0 range (represented by a θ [theta] value of 0). This allowed us to generate a 2 3 1 metacommunity in which the diversity metrics are highly correlated, but the variation 2 3 2 of FD is much lower than that of the richness and PD metrics since the traits that were 2 3 3 used in the calculation of FD were restricted by the selection process. In scenario LoC/DifV we start with a phylogeny and then generate traits 2 3 5 following the same procedures described above for HiC/EqV scenario. However, the 2 3 6 trait generated here to had a low phylogenetic signal and the phylogenetic tree used to 2 3 7 calculate PD for each community was modified to simulate a process of evolution in habitat filtering acting on the assembly of the metacommunity). This procedure 2 4 7 generated metacommunities with low correlation and similar amounts of variation for FD,). The EE and IV metrics were calculated as previously described in the section EcoSimR package [Gotelli, 2000] ). The second null model randomizes an incidence 0 the lines represent the 95% confidence intervals, generated by a bootstrap analysis. Step 1
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